
      ECLIPSE OF THE SUN 
 
ACTIVITY 1 
UNDERSTANDING WHAT YOU READ 
 

1. What is an eclipse of the sun? 
 

2. How many parts does the moon’s shadow have? 
 

3. What’s the outer region of the moon’s shadow called? 
 

4. What type of eclipse when only part of the sun’s surface is 
blocked? 

 
5. What type of eclipse will occur on November 3 this year? 

 
6. Why should you never look directly at the sun? 

 
7. What can you use to make the small pin-hole in the cardboard 

of the sun projection device? 
 

8. What’s the longest time a solar eclipse has lasted? 
 

9. What do you call the path the moon’s shadow takes across the 
sun? 

 
10. Which words in the text mean:- 

            -   a faint light 
            -   moving in a circular or curving course 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                   

                             ECLIPSE OF THE SUN  

 
     ACTIVITY 2 
     IN YOUR OPINION 
 

      Myths and Legends 
 
   
    Today we understand  the science behind a solar eclipse but 
     for thousands of years our ancestors created myths and   
     legends to explain the puzzle of solar eclipses. Even though  
     eclipses have always been fascinating to watch they weren't  
     always welcome. Ancient people were convinced a solar eclipse  
     was a sign of something horrible. Some believed an eclipse was a  
     sign of disease and death. Some thought the Moon was evil, and  
     chased after the Sun.  
     Ancient Chinese also believed that a celestial dragon ate up the  
     sun, during solar eclipse. To scare away the dragon, they used to  
     bang drums and pots and make loud noises. They even tried to  
     scare the dragon by shooting arrows.  
 

 Write your own myth or legend explaining what you 
think happens during a solar eclipse. 

 
 
 
       
 
      
      
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                         ECLIPSE OF THE SUN 

 
ACTIVITY 3 
IN THE NEWS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                         ECLIPSE OF THE SUN 

 
ACTIVITY 4 
WORDS AT WORK 
In Wordy News this week we defined the word ECLIPSED which was 

used in the following way:- US Dollar Set to be Eclipsed 
 
In this headline the word ECLIPSED means ‘to surpass’ and was 
used in a story about the Australian Dollar’s rise when it pushed up 
its relative value against the US dollar. 
 
In the sentences below identify the words that are synonyms of 
the word eclipsed and replace them with this word of the week. 
 

 In the cooking competition the girl outdid her opponents by 
creating an amazing cake. 

 

 On stage the dancer in the sparkling, silver leotard outshone 
the other performers. 

 

 The new skyscraper towered above all the other buildings in 
the city. 

 

 The cost of building the road overran the budget by thousands 
of dollars. 

 

 It will only happen if the troubling issues of cost and 
practicality can be surmounted. 

 

 Dance and music transcends the limitations of language in 
unifying all the people who have immigrated here from 
different places. 

 

 The new world record set for the fastest land speed exceeded 
the previous mark by 4km/h 

 
 
 
 

The following story appeared in the news last year. All 
the punctuation marks have been removed. Can you 
edit the story and replace all the punctuation? 
 
Solar eclipse delights thousands 
tens of thousands of tourists and astronomers gathered in 
northern australia to glimpse a rare total solar eclipse  
the eclipse which occurs when the moon passes between the 
earth and the sun plunged parts of queensland into darkness 
for just over two minutes 
estimates suggest the event early on wednesday was viewed 
live by millions 
a partial eclipse was expected in other parts of the region 
including new zealand and eastern indonesia  
the next total solar eclipse will not take place until march 
2015 
onlookers gathered at vantage points in boats and on hot air 
balloons to witness the rare phenomenon 
there had been fears that cloudy weather would obscure the 
eclipse but the clouds parted just as it began drawing cheers 
from the crowd as the full spectacle came into view 
temperatures dropped as the shadow of the moon blocked 
the sun and animals reacted to the eclipse with confusion. 
Wow, insects and birds gone quiet, one tourist tweeted  
 
 
CHECK THE NEWSPAPER THIS WEEK TO FIND ANY 
STORIES ABOUT THE ANNULAR ECLIPSE ON MAY 10 

 



                         ECLIPSE OF THE SUN 

 
ACTIVITY 5 
CHECK IT OUT 
On Wednesday, November 14, 2012 in North Queensland a total 
solar eclipse was visible. This website provides some great video 
footage as well as photos of the rare spectacle. 
www.eclipsecairns.com 
 
View the second video-  Rare Full Solar Eclipse - Tourism 
Queensland 14 Nov 2012 - uploaded on the NiE webpage in the 
Eclipse of the Sun story and answer the following questions. 
 

  Which towns / cities were shown on the map? 
  
        How many eclipses had the man interviewed, wearing a green  
         jacket, seen? 
 
        What else could be seen in the sky other than the sun and the  
        moon? 
 
        List some water-sports shown in the footage. 
        
        What had the lady looking through the binoculars put on the end     
        of her binoculars? 
 
        According to the bearded man in the red shirt, who had  
        delivered? 
 
        What was written on the shirt worn by the lady interviewed who  
        said she felt tiny. 
         
        Fill in the blanks on the black and white sign shown  
        THE ______________   _____________ GOES ON 
 

    What caused suspense before the eclipse occurred? 
 
 

                         ECLIPSE OF THE SUN 

 
       ACTIVITY 6 
       NEWS IN THE SPOTLIGHT 

    

           Slamming weekend school detention plan 

  Teachers’ groups have dismissed the Queensland Government's    
  plan to introduce weekend detentions and other disciplinary  
  measures into state schools as an "attention-seeking" policy   
  designed to grab newspaper headlines. 
 
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? Why or why not? 
 
___________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________ 
 
Discipline is a concern in schools but what measures can be taken?  
 
Make a list of ideas on the best way to discipline students who 
continually cause problems in the classroom. 
 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
          

             


